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The current study focuses on the effect of pressure on zinc oxide, ZnO, which is 
considered an essential element in several fields. In this research, the method of 
calculation has been used from the commencement to find the ZnO compound's structural 
and electrical characteristics at various pressure levels. It is found that the obtained results 
related to the crystal structure of the compound with phase (B4) Wurtzite agree well with 
previous theoretical and experimental findings. In addition, the electronic properties 
showed that ZnO has a direct gap of 0.68 eV, and the density of states showed that the3d 
position of the zinc atom significantly contributed to building the density of the electronic 
states of the compound, followed by the P-terminal of the oxygen atom. As it became clear 
to us that changing the pressure applied to the oxide ZnO increases the value of its energy 
gap, while the pressure value of 13.38 GPa is the crystal transition point from phase (B4) 
to (B1). 
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1. Introduction 
 
Zinc oxide, ZnO is one of the most important semiconductor, with a broad direct and 

estimated energy gap of 3.4 eV, with very large exciton energy estimated at60 mega volts            
[1-4]. Recently, scientists have concentrated on a large number of semiconductors, due to their 
multiple advantages at the industrial and technological level [5-7]. Indeed, ZnO has remarkable 
and diverse applications, including gas sensors, photo catalysts and thin layers related to electronic 
and electro-optical devices [8-12].Under normal conditions, the dynamically stable phase of ZnO 
is the four surface wurtzite (B4) phase with covalently bonded Sp3[13]. Moreover, ZnO high-
pressure behavior is of tremendous and unique interest, whereby many theoretical studies have 
been conducted in this field as presented in the works [14,15]. In this respect, experimental studies 
also showed that the stable phase wurtzite could change its phase to rock salt (B1) phase at about 
10 GPa16.Likewise, the results of the experimental study carried out by John C. Jamieson [17] 
showed the transformation that occurs in semi-conductor compounds when pressurized within the 
temperature range of 300K.It has been emphasized by many researchers theta type II-VI 
semiconductor subjected to a high pressure, so to speak, (8±3) GPa, at room temperature, 
transforms its (B4) phase to (B1) phase. It has been proven that the Pseudo-Potential (PP) method 
is one of the most widely used for calculating electronic structures. In this respect, the present 
work tackles the effect of pressure on the compound ZnO (wurtzite) and on the energy gap. This 
was achieved by utilizing the Density Function Theory (DFT) and the Siesta program. 
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2. Theoretical calculation method 
 
First principal calculations are performed on structural and electronic properties of 

wurtzite ZnO. In fact, a very accurate pseudo-Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (PP-
LAPW) approach was used, which is implemented in the Siesta code based on Density Functional 
Theory (DFT), to get trustworthy findings[18].Local Density Approximation (LDA) [19] and 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerh of Generalized Gradient Approximation were used to tackle the exchange-
correlation effect (PBE-GGA) [20].Thus, in the current work, we have chosen two fundamental 
parameters: the 350 eV kinetic cutoff energy for plane waves and the 3×3×3 k-point Monkhorst-
Pack mesh. This resulted in a convergence of the overall energy to less  than 5×105eV/atom and 
the maximum ionic Hellmanne Feynman force to less than 0.05 eV/Å. Additionally, we have 
worked to expand the k-points to 3×3×6 in order to obtain more precise answers for each of the 
electrical and optical aspects. 

 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Structural characteristics 
In order to calculate the initial cell constants, we have adopted the density function theory 

DFT and the Siesta program, where the following values were found: 3.284Å for constant (a) and 
5.339 Å for constant (c).  Since it is a hexagonal structure in all cases, we have found that a=b, 
constants Angles α = β = 90.042°, and γ = 120.242°; within the same context, we too, dealt with 
the calculation of µ, which is the internal variable that determines the length of the bond between 
zinc and oxygen, through which we got the value estimated at 0.7918. Itcould be noticed that the 
obtained results were very much in line with the theoretical and applied results presented in Table 
I, which is similar to the works [21-25].Furthermore, the proportion of error of the obtained values 
was calculated, and compared with those of the empirical values taken as a reference. 
Consequently, we have found the error value for the constant (a) 1.07% and the constant (c) 1.9 %. 
Thus, the calculated error values are very small, indicating that the calculation method is very 
accurate. 

 
Table 1.Primary cell constants of ZnO oxide and their comparison with theoretical and applied results. 

 
Method Used a  (Å) c  (Å) c/a   h 
Our Results 3.284 5.3391 1.6257 0.7918 

GGA (PBE) [21] 3.288 5.305 1.6134 0. 7878 
GGA (PBE) [22] 3.286 5.299 1.6125 0.7875 
GGA (PBE) [23] 3.282 5.294 1.6130 0.7876 

LDA [24] 3.186 5.150 1.6164 0.7888 
Experimental work [25] 3.250 5.207 1.6021 0.7804 

 
 
3.2. Zinc oxide formation energy 
The formation energy of zinc oxide ZnO was calculated for each (Zn-O) pair according to 

the following relation: 
 

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶 = 𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇(𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍) − 𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇(𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍) − 𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇(𝑍𝑍)                                          (1) 
 
Where: 

EC: Formation energy.ET (ZnO): Total energy of free zinc oxide.ET (Zn): Total energy of 
the free zinc atom. The results are displayed in Table 2: 
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Table 2.The pair formation energy (Zn-O) and its comparison with previous theoretical  
and applied results. 

 
Pair Formation Energy (Zn-O) (eV) 

 PP-PBE-DZP (8.08) [26] 
Our work PBE-PW91 (8.93) [27] 
GGA-PBE (10.50) PBE-PW91 (8.93) [27] 
 LDA (CA) (7.24) [28] 
 (7.52) GGA [29] 
 GGA (7.07) [29] 
 PP-LDA-PW(10.57) [30] 
 PP-PBE-PW (8.98) [30] 

 
 
The value of the formation of zinc oxide obtained for the bonding of each pair (zinc atom, 

Zn, with an oxygen atom, O) is 10.50 eV. Here, it could be observed that this result is close to the 
theoretical results of “M. Topsakal et al” “L. A. Mancera et al”[26-30]. 

 
3.3. Electronic properties 
3.3.1. Structure of energy bands 
The energy needed to excite (transfer) electrons from the top of the valence band to the 

bottom of the conduction band is known as the forbidden energy (energy gap). It is called the 
forbidden because it is a free place of electronic states where electrons do not settle in pure 
semiconductors, through which the value of the energy gap allows distinguishing between 
insulators, semiconductor sand conductors. Effectively, the energy gap is considered as one of the 
most important optical constants in semiconductor physics that deter-mines the validity of 
semiconductors for the manufacture of many electronic devices such as solar cells, detectors, 
photodiodes and others. Equivalently, the Brillion region is considered the most appropriate area 
for studying the primary cell. Indeed, it is the first building block when it comes to the study of the 
electronic properties of the material body. For the sake of determining the energy gap of ZnO;we 
utilized the density function theory (DFT) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA),as 
they are considered among the best appropriate and dedicated methods in studying the electronic 
structures of materials. Therefore, the energy band structure of ZnO was calculated for the lattice 
constant sobtained earlier: (a = 3.284 Å; c = 5.339 Å; α = β = 90.0428; γ = 120.224).Fig.1 shows 
that the highest peak of the valence band and the lowest peak of the conduction band are located 
on the same line that passes through the point. That is to say, ZnO has a direct energy gap 
estimated at 0.68 eV. Hence, the findings of the energy bands structure calculated by the GGA 
method give lower results than the experimental ones. The latter indicates that this method does 
not provide results that are close to right- ness, unlike the (GGA + Ud) and (GGA + Ud+ Up) [31] 
methods. Accordingly, our value of the energy gap that was calculated by the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) is less than the experimental values, which is similar to the local density 
approximation (LDA), as shown by the work [32]. 
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Fig.1. The energy band structure for zinc oxide, ZnO, phase Wurtzite. 
 
 
To this end, Table 3gives the value of the obtained energy gap and its comparison with 

other experimental and theoretical values. From which, it could be readily seen that the computed 
value is close to the theoretical results. It is also noticed the value of Eg calculated using the DFT 
theory was about 79% less than that of the experimental one. 

 
Table 3. The value of the energy gap, Eg, and its comparison with theoretical and applied values. 

 
Experimental 

work [37] 
GGA 
[36] 

Experimental 
work [35] 

Experimental 
work [34] 

LDA 
[33] 

GGA 
[22] 

GGA 
[21] 

Our 
works 
GGA 

Method 
used 

3.3 0.77 3.44 3.44 0.88 0.74 0.71 0.68 Eg 
(eV) 

 
 
3.3.2. The total and partial density of states 
To study the density of states, and in order to understand the movement of electrons close 

to the Fermi level, we need to know the density of the partial states of the elements zinc and 
oxygen, which contributed to the formation of the density of the total states of the oxide ZnO 
while it is in the solid state. Hence, we will explain the density of the total and partial states of the 
oxide ZnO as illustrated in Fig. 2.The total density of states belongs to the whole compound, that 
is to say, the contribution of all the atoms collectively in the compound(zinc and oxygen)This 
figure represents the variation of the density of state against energy. It is noticed in the domain 
extending from 0 to -20 eV representing the valence band, a peak of 1.9 states/eV. This 
corresponds roughly to -2 eV, through which the electron transfer potential is rather low, followed 
by the highest peak of states/eV near the Fermi plane and close to -5.2 states/eV what corresponds 
approximately to an energy value of -4.8 eV. Additionally, the values for the density of states were 
recorded in the range from0.68 to 15.5eV, which represents the conduction band. Furthermore, it 
was observed that there are small peaks of the densities of states in the region of the conduction 
band, while high peaks were recorded in the range (-6.5 to -4.5) eV that corresponds to the valence 
band, which is rich in the presence of electrons. 
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Fig. 2.Density of Total and Partial States of ZnO. 
 

Fig. 2 illustrates the presence of peaks for the density of states in the valence band region. 
This is mainly due to the 3d position of the element (Zn) and the P-terminal of the element oxygen 
(O).The small peaks in the conduction band are attributed to the P-terminal of zinc (Zn) with the 
participation of the S and P-terminals of zinc. Hence, we can say that the responsible for the 
density of the state in the valence region is the d orbital of zinc and the p orbital of oxygen 
whereby the contribution of the d orbital is dominant. In this regard, there is a link station near the 
Fermi level at energy of -1.8 eV; and similarly next to the energy value of 2 eV where the 
probability of electrons transferring from the valence band to the conduction band is very high if 
the oxide is exposed to external stimulation such as pressure, light...etc. 

 
3.4. The effect of pressure on the energy gap value 
In this study, different pressure values were applied on ZnO in order to figure out the 

influence of the pressure on its electronic properties. The pressure values on the oxide ranged from 
0 to 100 GPa. We have also used in our calculations the approximations of (GGA) and (LDA) and 
the comparison between them through which the effect of the value of the energy gap and the 
enthalpy of the compound were studied. To this effect, Fig. 3 shows how the energy gap is 
affected by the pressure change. This figure displays the variation of the energy gap for zinc oxide 
against the pressure using the approximations of GGA and LDA. Here, it is vividly seen that there 
is a gradual increase in the value of the energy gap with increasing pressure at both 
approximations. For example, the value of the energy gap at 20 GPa is recorded as 0.84 eV in the 
GGA approximation, while the 0.65 eV value was recorded at the LDA approximation, whereas 
the energy gap took the value 1.38 eV at the 80 GPA pressure for the GGA approximation. On the 
other hand, at the same pressure, the value of 1.05 eV was recorded for the LDA approximation. 
Thus, it turns out that the properties of the compound ZnO at different pressures are not the same, 
owing to the significant effect of the pressure.  
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Fig. 3.Energy gap change in terms of pressure. 
 
 
3.5. The effect of pressure on the phase 
In the present study, the extent to which the structure of zinc oxide ZnO of type Wurtzite 

was affected by the pressure was investigated. Fig. 4 demonstrates the results of this effect on the 
enthalpy values of the compound.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Variation of enthalpy values in terms of pressure. 
 
 
From the figure, it is clear that the enthalpy value plays an essential role in confirming 

phase stability whereby the pressure Pt=13.38 GPa, phases B4 and B1 have the same enthalpy 
value, while for lesser pressure values, the compound (B4) is the most stable structure of zinc 
oxide ZnO. From here, it becomes clear that the B4 phase turns into the B1 phase at a pressure of 
13.38 GPa. This is evidence that changing the pressure changes the crystalline state of the oxide. 
The latter is close to the results reached in previous theoretical works [38-40]. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
In the current research, the calculations conducted by adopting the DFT method and the 

approximation GGA revealed that the crystal lattice constants of ZnO oxide obtained by using the 
Siesta code are very close to the results obtained theoretically and experimentally. Equivalently, 
our findings also showed that the compound has a direct energy gap whose value is close to the 
previously calculated theoretical works. The density of states near the Fermi level shows that 
the3d position of the Zn atom has effectively contributed. The variation of the energy gap with 
pressure has also been computed. The results revealed that with increasing the pressure, the 
maximum of the valence band moves towards lower energy, while the lower bound of the 
conduction band tends to higher energy, which leads to a widening of the energy gap. Moreover, 
our findings showed that the (B4) Wurtzite phase could transform into the rock salt (B1) phase at a 
pressure value of 13.38 GPa. Finally, and more importantly, these findings could offer a 
theoretical guide for ZnO applications in the UV field based on the possibility of changing its 
energy gap. 
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